We analyze charmless two-body non-leptonic B decays B → P P, P V under the framework of factorization assisted topological amplitude approach, where P (V ) denotes a light pseudoscalar The number of free parameters and the χ 2 per degree of freedom are both reduced comparing with previous analysis. With these best fitted parameters, we predict branching fractions and CP asymmetry parameters of nearly 100 B u,d and B s decay modes. The long-standing ππ and πK-CP puzzles are resolved simultaneoulsy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charmless two-body non-leptonic B decays are of importance for testing the standard model(SM). They can be used to study CP violation via the interference of tree and penguin contributions. They are also sensitive to signals of new physics that would change the small loop effects from penguin diagrams. With regards to them, the BarBar and Bell experiments at the e + e − B-factories [1] and LHCb experiment at the Large Hadron Collider(LHC) [2] have made great efforts in studying B decays information in the past decades. Numerous data of branching fractions and CP asymmetries of B → P P, P V decays, where P (V ) denotes a light pseudoscalar (vector) meson, have been measured. In particular, running at higher sensitivities and statistics, several B s decay channels have been observed in LHCb experiment. Such abundant experimental data have made it possible to extract non-perturbative parameters of hadronic decay amplitudes and to test theoretical calculations of B → P P, P V decays.
In the theoretical side, as the non-leptonic B decays include hadronic decay amplitudes, it requires complicated study of non-perturbative strong QCD dynamics. Furthermore, the charmless B decays not only involve tree topologies but also have penguin loop diagrams that made the theoretical calculations more complex. The measured large direct CP violation in charmless B decays indicates the existence of large strong phases, which mainly come from non-perturbative QCD dynamics. In the heavy b quark mass limit, we can factorize the perturbative calculable part from the non-perturbative hadronic matrix elements. The naive factorization approach [3] was first invented to estimate the hadronic decay amplitudes, where they were factorized into the product of perturbative hard kernels (local four quark operators) and non-perturbative objects such as B to light form factors and decay constants of light pseudoscalar/vector mesons. Then it was later improved to the generalized factorization approach [4] . Based on the leading order power expansion of Λ QCD /m b , where Λ QCD represents the typical non-perturbative QCD hadronic scale, m b is b quark mass, the QCD factorization (QCDF) [5] , the perturbative QCD (PQCD) [6] , and the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [7] have been developed recently. Great theoretical progress have been made in these perturbative QCD approaches. However, it is impossible to calculate to all order of power expansions, thus some strong QCD dynamics information would be lost in these perturbative approaches. With the very high precision of experimental data, the leading-order theoretical calculation of Λ QCD /m b expansion is not enough. For example, QCDF [8] need to include a large penguin annihilation contribution (as free parameter) to enhance the branching fractions and direct CP asymmetry of penguin-dominated charmless B decays.
The same puzzle also appeared in SCET [9] , where the penguin annihilation contribution in QCDF is replaced by the power suppressed (but with larger numerical contribution than the leading terms) nonperturbative charming penguin effect. All these power corrections are not able to calculate perturbatively but need to be fitted from experiments. There are also some experimental puzzles to be solved for those perturbative approaches. The perturbative calculation predict the same sign of direct CP asymmetry in B ± → π 0 K ± and in B 0 → π ∓ K ± decays, which is conflict with experimental data. The calculated branching ratio of B 0 → π 0 π 0 in perturbative approaches is several times smaller than the measured one.
These long-standing puzzles are sensitive to the non-factorizable color suppressed emission diagram. Although some soft and sub-leading effects were taken into account in QCDF [8] and PQCD [10] , the B → ππ puzzle was still left in the conventional factorization theorem.
There are too many parameters to be fitted, its prediction power was reduced.
In view of the above complexity and incompleteness in power correction of factorization approaches and the limitation of the conventional flavor topological diagram approach, a new method called factorization-assisted-topological-amplitude (FAT) approach was proposed in studying the two-body hadronic decays of D mesons [15, 16] . Aiming to include all nonfactorizable/non-perturbative QCD contributions compared to factorization approaches, it adopts the formalism of flavor topological diagram approach. However, different from the conventional flavor topological diagram approach, it had included SU(3) breaking effect in each flavor topological diagram assisted by factorization hypothesis. The FAT approach applied in D mesons decays [15, 16] was in great success to resolve the long-standing puzzle from the large difference of D 0 → π + π − and D 0 → K + K − branching fractions, due to large SU(3) breaking effects. It also predicted 0.1% of direct CP asymmetry difference between these two decay channels, later confirmed by the LHCb experiment [17] . With an intermediate charm quark scale, the two-body charmed meson decays of B meson also encounter large SU(3) breaking effects [18] . With only 4 parameters fitted from 31 experimental observations, we predict 120 decay modes, some of which are tested by the available experimental data [18] .
In this work, we will analyze the charmless B → P P , P V decays in the FAT approach.
Being different from the two-body charmed B meson decays with only tree topologies, penguin topological diagrams enhanced by CKM matrix elements will contribute to these charmless B meson decays. These loop effect will be more complicated than the calculation to tree level diagrams. More theoretical parameters are needed to describe these penguin topological amplitudes and more experimental observables, such as CP asymmetry parameters.
Specifically, including penguin topological contributions, we will fit 14 parameters from 37 experimental measured branching fractions and 11 CP asymmetry parameters of B → P P and B → P V decays. The number of free parameters is significantly reduced from the previous topological diagram approach with much less χ 2 per degree of freedom. The longstanding B → ππ puzzle and B → πK CP puzzle are resolved consistently.
In Sec.II, we parameterize the tree and penguin topological amplitudes of charmless B → P P , P V decays in the FAT approach. The numerical results and discussions are presented in Sec.III. Sec.IV is the conclusion. 
II. FACTORIZATION OF DECAY AMPLITUDES FOR DIFFERENT TOPO-LOGICAL DIAGRAMS
The two body charmless B decays are flavor changing weak decays. They are induced by the quark level diagrams classified by leading order (tree diagram) and 1-loop level (penguin diagram) weak interactions. For different B decay final states, the tree level weak decay diagram can contribute via different orientations: the so-called color-favored tree emission diagram T , color-suppressed tree emission diagram C, W -exchange tree diagrams E and W annihilation tree diagrams A, which are shown in Fig.1 , respectively. These tree level diagrams have already been studied in the previous D meson decays [15, 16] and charmed meson final state B decays [18] . Similarly, the 1-loop penguin diagram can also be classified as 5-types: color-favored QCD penguin emission diagram P , color-suppressed QCD penguin emission diagram P C , W -annihilation penguin diagram P A , the W penguin exchange diagram P E and electro-weak penguin emission diagram P EW , shown in Fig.2 .
In the QCD factorization approaches, one try to calculate the QCD corrections to the specific weak diagrams or effective four quark operators order by order. The decay amplitude
Topological penguin diagrams contributing to B → P P and B → P V decays: (a) the color-favored QCD-penguin diagram, P ; (b) the flavor-singlet QCD-penguin diagram, P C and EWpenguin diagram P EW ; (c) the exchange type QCD-penguin diagram, P E and (d) the QCD-penguin
for each decay is calculated in the factorization framework by the heavy quark expansion.
In this work, to avoid the dependence of specific factorization approach, we extract the two-body hadronic weak decay amplitude of different topological diagram from the experimental data by the χ 2 fit. Therefore all strong interaction effects, the factorization and non-factorization contributions, perturbative and non-perturbative QCD corrections are all determined by experimental measurements. This is the idea of conventional topological diagram approach [14] . In order to have predictive power, one has to assume the flavor SU(3) symmetry, reducing the number of independent parameters. The precision of this topological diagram approach is then limited to the order of SU(3) breaking. In the FAT approach, we will try to recover the SU(3) breaking effects, further reducing the number of free parameters by fitting all the decay channels.
Let's start from tree amplitudes shown in Fig.1 . In the conventional topological diagram approach, the color favored tree amplitude (T) is tuned to be a real number, with 6 parameters (magnitudes and phases) for three other amplitudes. However, these 7 parameters have to be tripled for B → P P , B → P V and B → V P decays, since there is a non-negligible difference between pseudo-scalar and vector mesons. In this work, we will try to parametrize these three kinds of decays together. The color-favored T topology shown in Fig.1(a) is proved factorization to all orders of α s expansion in QCD factorization, perturbative QCD, and soft-collinear-effective theory. Their numerical results also agree to each other in different approaches. Thus, to reduce one free parameter, we will just use their theoretical results, not fitting from the experiments:
where the superscript of T P 1 P 2 denote the final mesons are two pseudoscalar mesons, T
for recoiling mesons are pseudoscalar meson (vector meson). a 1 (µ) is the effective Wilson coefficient from short distance QCD corrections, where the factorization scale µ is insensitive to different final state mesons. Therefore we can choose it within a certain range arbitrarily and set it at the point µ = m b /2 = 2.1GeV. a 1 (µ) at this scale is 1.05. f P 2 (f P ) and f V are the decay constants of emissive pseudoscalar meson and vector meson, respectively. F For the color suppressed C topology, dominated by non-factorization contributions, it is least-understood by us although having been calculated up to next-to-leading order in the factorization methods. The next-to-leading order corrections in factorization framework could not resolve the ππ and πK puzzles strongly sensitive to this C topology contribution.
A large C contribution with large strong phase (mostly non-perturbative) can resolve the so called πK puzzle. However, it is not possible to explain the ππ puzzle: theoretically
, but experimentally it is in the inverse order. In the conventional topological diagram approach [14] , the authors introduced two parameters (amplitude and phase) in the B → P P modes and another four parameters in the B → P V , V P modes for this diagram to be fitted from experimental data. To our knowledge, this inverse order can be understood only in the formalism of Glauber gluons introduced in ref. [11] , where extra phase was introduced for the pseudo-scalar meson (Goldstone boson) emission diagram. Inspired by these studies, We parameterize the C diagram magnitude and associate phase as χ C and e iφ C in B → P P , V P decays and χ
respectively to distinguish cases in which the emissive meson is pseudo-scalar or vector:
where the decay constants and form factors f P , f V ,F The W-exchange E topology is non-factorization in QCD factorization approach. It is expected smaller than emission diagram due to helicity suppression. We use χ E , e iφ E to represent the magnitude and its strong phase for all decay modes:
Considering flavor SU(3) breaking effects, we multiply decay constants of three mesons 
. The last diagram in Fig.1(d) is the so called W-annihilation topology. As discussed in ref. [14] , its contribution is negligible. We will also ignore it in this paper.
The penguin topological diagrams are grouped into QCD penguin and electro-weak penguin (EW penguin) topologies. In terms of QCD penguin diagram amplitude, we consider all contributions from every topological diagram in Fig.2 , where topology P contributes most. The leading contribution from topology P diagram is similar to the color favored tree diagram T, which is proved factorization in various QCD-inspired approaches, such as QCD factorization [8] , perturbative QCD [6] and soft-collinear effective theory [19] . They give very similar numerical results proportional to the Wilson coefficient a 4 , related to the QCD penguin operators O 3 , O 4 . Therefore, in the same spirit of T diagram, we will not fit this contribution from the experimental data, but predict its contribution from QCD calculations for all the three type of B → P P , B → V P and B → P V decays. This is not the whole story.
All these approaches predict large extra contribution in this topology related to the effective four-quark operators O 5 , O 6 , which is also called the "chiral enhanced" penguin contributions. Since this chiral enhancement only contributes to the pseudo-scalar meson (Goldstone boson) emission diagram, we will include it only in B → P P and B → V P decays, which can be parameterize as r χ χ P , e iφ P in Eq. (6) with r χ the chiral factor of pseudo-scalar meson.
The decay amplitude for the penguin diagram P is then parameterized with only two free parameters for all the three categories of B → P P , B → V P and B → P V decays, as
),
The so called penguin annihilation diagram P A shown in Fig.2 (d) was considered as a power correction to P , calculated perturbatively in PQCD approach [6] , parameterized as ρ A , φ A in QCDF [8] and replaced by the long-distance charming penguins as A P P cc , A P V cc and A V P cc in B → P P , B → V P and B → P V decays, respectively in SCET [19] . Numerically it is not small. However, if one read this diagram carefully, one can find that it is not distinguishable in weak interaction from the diagram P in Fig.2 (a). The only difference between these two diagrams is the gluon exchange. Since all the QCD dynamics will be determined by χ 2 fit from the experimental data, we will not introduce more parameters for this diagram in B → P P and B → V P decays. The contribution of this diagram is already encoded in the parameter r χ χ P , e iφ P in Eq. (6) 
The contribution from P E diagram shown in Fig.2 (c) is argued smaller than P A diagram, which can be ignored reliably in decay modes not dominated by it such as measured B 0 →
We do not intend to use this single measurement to determine the contribution from this
diagram P E . Thus we have to ignore it for later discussion.
The flavor-singlet QCD penguin diagram P C only contribute to the isospin singlet mesons η, η ′ , ω and φ. Anomaly related or not, there is also significant difference between these pseudo-scalar mesons and vector mesons. We distinguish them as χ P C , e iφ P C for B → P P and B → V P decays and χ
C for B → P V decays, respectively:
The EW-penguin contribution is much smaller than QCD penguin diagram, as the coupling coefficient α em is one order smaller than α s . We only keep its largest contribution diagram shown in the second one of Fig.2 , with gluon g replaced by Z or γ with respect to QCD penguin diagram. Although the topology of P C diagram is quite similar to the P EW topology, their contributions are different. They both contribute to the isospin singlet meson emission decays. But P EW topology also contribute to the neutral isospin 1 meson emission decays. The topology of this diagram is very similar to the T diagram. Factorization can be approved without ambiguity. Without introducing new parameters, we evaluate it similar to T ,
where a 9 (µ) is the effective Wilson coefficient equal to −0.009 at scale µ =2.1GeV.
With all the decay amplitudes settled, the decay width for two-body charmless B decays is given by
where M 1 , M 2 represent either two pseudoscalar P 1 ,P 2 or one pseudoscalar P and one vector V in the final states. p is the 3 dimension momentum of either meson in the final state in the center-of-mass frame. The summation over the polarization states is for vector meson state. The corresponding branching fraction is
where τ B is the B meson lifetime. The CP violation charge asymmetry of exclusive B − and B + decay is defined as
For the neutral B (s) mesons, there is a complication because of the B 0 (s) − B 0 (s) mixing, if the decay product is a CP eigenstate. The CP asymmetry is time dependent:
where ∆m B is the mass difference between the two mass eigenvalues of B mesons.
is the direct CP asymmetry and S f is the mixing induced CP asymmetry parameter, which are calculated as:
where
, which is the mixing parameter for B If the decay product is not a CP eigenstate, the B 0 (s) − B 0 (s) mixing will not result in a mixing induced CP asymmetry, but only a direct CP asymmetry like the B ± decays (for meson can decay to the same final state. The CP asymmetry is time dependent with four equations [20] . There is a mismatch between theoretical and experimental variables. We adopt the convention of ref. [14] , for example, the mixing-induced CP asymmetries S cp for theB 0 → π ± ρ ∓ shown as, where
The definition of
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Input parameters
The input parameters used in decay amplitudes mainly contain the CKM matrix elements, decay constants and transition form factors. We use the Wolfenstein parametrization for V CKM with the Wolfenstein parameters obtained from [21] : Table I represents the decay constants of light meson (P , V ). The measured f π and f K are given in average by PDG [21] . The value of f B ,f Bs and the decay constants of vector mesons not measured directly in experiments but can be got from several theoretical approaches, such as in Covariant light front approach [22] light-cone sum rules [23, 24] , QCD sum rules [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , or lattice QCD [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . We show only central values in Table I 
where F i denotes F 0 , F 1 , and A 0 in this article, and M pole is the mass of the corresponding pole state, such as B (s) for A 0 , and B * (s) for F 0,1 . α 1 and α 2 are the dipole parameters as shown in TableII. Since the values of q 2 =m 2 P,V , where m P,V is the mass of emission meson in B → P P, P V decays, are small compared with the pole mass, this q 2 dependence will not affect our numerical results significantly.
For the η and η ′ meson in the final state of B decays, their decay constants and form
where η q and η s are defined by
The mixing angle is measured to be φ = (40.4 ± 0.6)
• by KLOE [76] . The flavor decay constants of η q and η s are f q = (1.07 ± 0.02)f π and f s = (1.34 ± 0.06)f π respectively [77, 78] .
In a good approximation, we neglect the ω and φ mixing effect.
B. The χ 2 fit for theoretical parameters
After the usage of factorization theorem, the number of theoretical parameters to be fitted from experimental data is reduced. The 6 parameters for tree diagrams are: color suppressed tree diagram amplitude χ C , χ C ′ and their phases φ C , φ C ′ ; W-exchange diagram amplitude χ E and its phase φ E . The 8 parameters for penguin diagrams are: Chiral enhanced penguin amplitude χ P and its phase φ P ; flavor singlet penguin amplitude χ P C , χ P ′ C and their phases φ P C , φ P ′ C for the pseudo-scalar and vector meson emission, respectively; the penguin The precision of these B s decays measurements rely heavily on other B decay channels measured by B factories. Thus the systematic uncertainty of them is correlated. We will not use the B s decay data to avoid complications. After these considerations, we have 37
branching Ratios and 11 CP violation observations of B u,d → P P, P V decays from the current experimental data, where the branching ratios of
derived from experimental data in ref. [14] . With these 48 data, we use the χ 2 fit method by Miniut program [79] to give the best-fitted parameters and the corresponding 1σ uncertainty as:
.057 ± 0.005, φ E = 2.71 ± 0.13, χ P = 0.10 ± 0.02, φ P = −0.61 ± 0.02. To show the relative size of every topological diagram in each decay mode, we take decay modes B → ππ and B → πρ to show the hierarchy of various tree and penguin topologies amplitude (C(P C ) and C ′ (P ′ C ) denote for the pseudo-scalar and vector meson emission respectively.), as follows: 
In these tree dominant decays, the relative importance of topological diagrams is easy to be reached:
This is in agreement with those QCD inspired approaches. For B → πK and B → πK * decays, we have 
In these penguin dominant decays, the relative importance of topological diagrams is also reached as:
It is interesting that the electroweak penguin contribution P EW is even more larger than the color suppressed tree C. It is indeed not negligible. For B → ρK decays, we have
In this channel, we have very similar contributions from each topology:
Again, the electroweak penguin contribution P EW is important.
As the P C and P ′ C only contribute to modes including flavor singlets meson (η, η ′ , ω, φ), the hierarchy including P C and P ′ C are represented as:
T πη : C πη : P πη : P 
The flavor singlet penguin contribution P C is important, as it is even larger than the color favored tree contribution T in ηK channel and it is at the similar size as penguin emission contribution P in πω channel. The importance of this type of penguin contribution is recently emphasized [12] .
C. Branching Ratios for the charmless B decays
After χ 2 fitting the parameters in Eq. (21), we get the numerical results of branching fractions forB → P P decays shown in Table III andB → P V decays in Table IV . Each branching fractions tables are divided into two parts: ∆S = 0 transitions and ∆S = 1 T, C, P EW ⋆5.5 ± 0.4 5.08 ± 0.39 ± 1.02 ± 0.02 5.40 ± 0.79 π − η T, C, P, P C , P EW ⋆4.02 ± 0.27 4.13 ± 0.25 ± 0.64 ± 0.01 3.88 ± 0.39
T, C, P, P C , P EW ⋆2.7 ± 0.9 3.37 ± 0.21 ± 0.49 ± 0.01 5.59 ± 0.54
T, E, (P E ), P ⋆5.12 ± 0.19 5.15 ± 0.36 ± 1.31 ± 0.14 5.17 ± 1.03
C, E, P, (P E ), P EW ⋆1.91 ± 0.22 1.94 ± 0.30 ± 0.28 ± 0.05 1.88 ± 0.42
0.86 ± 0.08 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 0.56 ± 0.03
0.77 ± 0.13 ± 0.14 ± 0.008 1.99 ± 0.26
0.38 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 ± 0.003 1.60 ± 0.20 transitions. We also show the contributing topological amplitude symbols for each channel in these tables. For the theoretical uncertainties in the tables (apply also to the following tables), the first one is the statistical uncertainty from the χ 2 fitting by experimental data.
The second one arise from the transition form factors which are set to be 10% uncertainties, and the third from decay constants. We can find that the dominant uncertainty for most channels is from form factors, which need to be approved by theories and semi-leptonic B decay measurements. The experimental data are also shown in these tables to compare with theoretical predictions. Not all of the measurements are in a good accuracy. In our χ 2 fit program, we use those data only with more than 3σ signal significance that marked as a * in these tables. The rest can be considered as theoretical predictions, waiting for LHCb and other experiments to test.
From Table III breaking effects, one need two parameters to fit these two diagrams in ref. [14] . In our FAT approach, this can be easily explained by the fact that f ρ > f π , therefore we do not need any free parameter to be fitted from experimental data. Due to the difference between vector or pseudo-scalar emission in color suppressed tree diagram χ C ′ and χ C , especially the very larger strong phase difference, the B(
Interestingly, for the penguin dominated B decays it is the inverse situation. The branching fractions of the penguin diagram P dominated decay modes
are larger than their corresponding ones of B → P V decays. This can be understood from eq.(6) that in addition to the factorizable amplitude of QCD penguin emission topology, there is a large chiral enhanced penguin contribution in B → P P modes;
while no such contribution in B → P V modes and negative contribution in B → V P modes.
Similar to the conventional topological diagram approach [14] , the long-standing puzzle of large B 0 → π 0 π 0 branching fraction can be resolved well attributed to the appropriate magnitude and phase of C in FAT. Naive estimation indicates that |C|/|T| is about 1/3 due to color suppressed factor. The χ C are enhanced by large nonperturbative contribution such as final states interaction and re-scattering effects. Although some power corrections to them were parameterized in QCDF, PQCD and SCET as mentioned before, where the ππ puzzle was accommodated to some extent, it is not resolved completely in those factorization approaches. With a larger B 0 → π 0 π 0 branching fraction, the B 0 → π 0 ρ 0 and B 0 → ρ 0 ρ 0 branching ratio will go easily much larger than the experimental data. Actually, only the Glauber phase factor [11] , associated with the Goldstone boson π can resolve the B → ππ, B → πρ and B → ρρ puzzles consistently. We predict these branching ratios correctly in Table III with not too large χ C . |T ππ | : |C ππ | = 1 : 0.47 shown in Eq. (22) is not as large as π 0 ρ 0 C, C ′ , E, P, P A , (P E ), P EW ⋆2 ± 0.5 1.32 ± 0.47 ± 0.09 ± 0.14 2.24 ± 0.93 π 0 ω C, C ′ , E, P, P A , (P E ), P EW < 0.5 2.31 ± 0.88 ± 0.24 ± 0.07 1.02 ± 0.66
0.13 ± 0.002 ± 0.025 ± 0.001 0.02 ± 0.01 ηρ 0 C, C ′ , E, P, P C , P ′ C , P A , (P E ), P EW < 1.5 4.41 ± 1.15 ± 0.39 ± 0.17 0.54 ± 0.32 ηω C, C ′ , E, P, P C , P ′ C , P A , (P E ), P EW 0.94
0.89 ± 0.30 ± 0.08 ± 0.09 1.12 ± 0.44 ηφ P ′ C , P EW < 0.5 0.077 ± 0.001 ± 0.015 ± 0.0008 0.01 ± 0.01
0.95 ± 0.21 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 1.24 ± 0.47
0.05 ± 0.0008 ± 0.01 ± 0.0005 0.01 ± 0.01 π 0 K * − T, C, P, P A , P EW ⋆8.2 ± 1.9 6.23 ± 0.51 ± 0.98 ± 0.07 9.79 ± 2.95 ηK * − T, C, P, P C , P A , P EW ⋆19.3 ± 1.6 17.3 ± 0.8 ± 2.4 ± 0.3 16.57 ± 2.58
3.31 ± 0.44 ± 0.38 ± 0.13 3.43 ± 1.43
T, C ′ , P, P EW ⋆3.7 ± 0.5 3.97 ± 0.25 ± 0.80 ± 0.04 3.97 ± 0.90
6.52 ± 0.73 ± 1.13 ± 0.06 6.43 ± 1.49
8.38 ± 1.21 ± 0.69 ± 0.50 8.34 ± 1.31
7.74 ± 0.47 ± 1.55 ± 0.07 7.09 ± 0.77
π 0K * 0 C, P, P A , P EW ⋆3.3 ± 0.6 3.35 ± 0.36 ± 0.65 ± 0.08 3.89 ± 1.98
C, P, P C , P ′ C , P A , P EW ⋆2.8 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 0.5 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 3.14 ± 1.24
8.27 ± 0.44 ± 1.65 ± 0.07 8.28 ± 0.80
4.59 ± 0.34 ± 0.79 ± 0.04 4.97 ± 1.14 K 0 ω C ′ , P, P ′ C , P EW ⋆4.8 ± 0.6 4.80 ± 0.61 ± 0.95 ± 0.05 4.82 ± 1.26
K 0 φ P, P ′ C , P A , P EW ⋆7.3 ± 0.7 7.77 ± 1.12 ± 0.64 ± 0.46 7.72 ± 1.21 [14] , where the ratio even reached 0.97 in Scheme C.
decays are purely penguin decays. From Table III one can see that their branching fractions given in our FAT approach are in much better agreement with experimental data than the previous conventional flavor diagram approach [14] . The penguin amplitude is mostly determined by the more precise measurements of 
05 that is less than 3σ significance, therefore, we did not include this measurement into our χ 2 fit program. Theoretically, this decay is dominated by the exchange diagram E and penguin exchange diagram P E . Since not enough experimental data to fit the P E contribution, our result for this channel is only from the W-exchange FAT approach and also in the conventional topological diagram approach [14] play the same role as the long-distance charming penguin A P P ccg , A V P ccg in SCET [19] . It has an important effect on the large branching fraction of B → Kη ′ and other observations of this type of penguin dominant decays. In the conventional topological diagram approach, the η − η ′ mixing angle φ is a free parameter to be fitted from hadronic B decay data as φ = 46 0 for B → P P and φ = 43 0 for B → P V decays [14] . However, the fitting is not so successful as expected with the branching faction of B − → π − η ′ two times larger than the experimental value. These decays are recently reanalyzed with better results for B → P P decays in ref. [12] . It is noted that we fix the mixing angles from other experiments for the η − η ′ , resulting in better results for these decays. π 0 η C, E, P C , (P E ), P EW < 1000 0.10 ± 0.013 ± 0.013 ± 0.003 0.12 ± 0.07
, P EW 0.11 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.002 0.12 ± 0.06
ηη C, E, P, P C , (P E ), P EW < 1500 11.4 ± 0.42 ± 2.25 ± 0.04 8.24 ± 1.53
C, E, P, P C , (P E ), P EW 40.4 ± 2.06 ± 8.14 ± 0.13 33.47 ± 3.64 ηK 0 C, P, P C , P EW 0.55 ± 0.11 ± 0.08 ± 0.002 0.97 ± 0.16 π 0 φ C, P EW 0.26 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.001 1.94 ± 1.14 π 0 K * 0 C, P, P EW 1.22 ± 0.25 ± 0.24 ± 0 3.07 ± 1.20 ηρ 0 C ′ , E, P ′ C , (P E ), P EW 0.13 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.003 0.34 ± 0.21 ηω C ′ , E, P ′ C , (P E ), P EW 3.25 ± 0.10 ± 0.63 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.16 ηφ C, P, P C , P ′ C , P EW , P A 0.80 ± 0.22 ± 0.53 ± 0.14 0.39 ± 0.39 ηK * 0 C, P, P C , P EW , P A 0.99 ± 0.18 ± 0.16 ± 0.01 1.44 ± 0.54
.97 ± 0.15 ± 0.79 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.14 η ′ φ C, P, P C , P ′ C , P EW , P A 13.0 ± 1.05 ± 0.98 ± 0.67 5.48 ± 1.84 η ′ K * 0 C, P, P C , P EW , P A 1.64 ± 0.15 ± 0.22 ± 0.03 1.65 ± 0.60
T, E, P, P A , (P E ) 8.85 ± 1.06 ± 1.04 ± 0.37 8.03 ± 0.48
6.39 ± 0.38 ± 1.35 ± 0.07 7.98 ± 0.77
K 0 ω C ′ , P, P ′ C , P A , P EW 1.43 ± 0.88 ± 0.25 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.25
K 0K * 0 P, P A 9.28 ± 1.14 ± 1.21 ± 0.34 9.33 ± 0.54
For the sub-leading contribution electroweak penguin diagram P EW , four free parameters (two magnitudes and two phases) are introduced to be fitted from experiments [14] with nonnegligible strong phase for B → P P decays and even considerable magnitude for B → V P decays. As stated in the last section, we did not include any free parameters for this kind of diagrams but use factorization formulas to make predictions. For the B → π(ρ)K(K * ) decays, their branching fractions are in good agreement with data by the non-negligible factorization P EW diagram contribution. For example, the central value of
is equal to data precisely attributed to the non-negligible correction effect from P EW diagram.
Most of the B s → P P , P V decays are not well measured in the experiments. Therefore, we do not include any of the B s data in our χ 2 fit program. Their branching ratios are all as predictions in our FAT approach shown in Table V . The accuracy of these predictions rely on the assumption that the mechanism for B and B s decays are the same. If there are enough data for B s decays, one need do the χ 2 fit again. In this table, we do not include the channel B s → π + π − . Our result (with only W-exchange contribution) for this channel B(B s → π + π − ) = 0.051 ± 0.001 ± 0 ± 0.005 is much smaller than the experimental data measured by LHCb and CDF shown in Eq. (8) . As stated in the last section, this decay is dominated by the penguin exchange diagram P E [80] , which can only be fitted from this mode
One measurement to determine one parameter is not a perfect way of χ 2 fitting.
Therefore we look forward to more data to determine this contribution in other modes and to test our FAT in the future. Similarly, without this contribution, we are unable to predict a number of decay channels, dominated by this contribution:
D. CP asymmetry study
The charmless B decays are important mostly because of its large direct CP asymmetry in B decays. Due to the CKM matrix elements suppression of tree diagram, the penguin diagram contribution is at the same order magnitude as the tree diagram. The large CKM phase difference between these two kinds of diagram almost guarantees the existence of large direct CP asymmetry. That is not the whole story. The direct CP asymmetry parameter is also proportional to the strong phase difference between these two diagrams. Unfortunately, the strong phase is mostly from non-perturbative QCD dynamics. That is the reason why the QCD factorization and soft-collinear effective theory can predict the branching ratios of the charmless B decays well but make wrong prediction or no prediction for the direct CP asymmetries. There are already 3 good measurements of direct CP asymmetry measurements in B → P P decays and 3 in B → P V decays indicated as a star in Tables VI   and VII . There are also 5 mixing induced CP asymmetry measurements for the neutral B meson decays to be used in our χ 2 program. We give the direct CP and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of corresponding B decay modes in Tables VI and VII . From the CP asymmetry formula in eq. (13), we know that the CP asymmetry is proportional to the difference of B meson andB meson. Thus the theoretical uncertainty from hadronic parameters mostly cancel, because they contribute to the charge conjugate modes equally. The main theoretical uncertainty for CP asymmetry parameters is from the experimental data and CKM angle.
We did not show the individual uncertainty, but the combined one in these CP asymmetry tables. [8] . However, experimentally these two direct CP asymmetry is quite different, even with an opposite sign. That is the so-called πK CP-puzzle. In our study, the subleading contribution C and P EW are not negligible, especially C with a large strong phase, therefore this puzzle is resolved.
There is one category of decays with pure penguin contributions, such as
asymmetry is expected to be zero, at leading order approximation. The very small (not zero)
CP asymmetry is from the small up quark or charm quark penguin contribution interference with the dominant top quark contribution. Any large CP asymmetry measurement for these decays will be a clear signal of new physics. In Table VI , we did not show the decay channel
The reason is that there should be two major contributions for this channel, but we calculate only one (tree level W exchange digram). The other contribution from penguin-exchange (P E ) diagram is not fitted because of lack of experimental data. The branching ratio of this channel with only one contribution, discussed in previous subsection, is far from the central value of experimental data. This may indicate the importance of the penguin-exchange (P E ) diagram, which will give a large direct CP asymmetry for this channel. Similarly, we can not predict the CP asymmetry for
The mixing induced CP asymmetries in neutral B decays into final CP eigenstates are dominated by the B 0 −B 0 mixing phase with little dependence on strong phases. That is the reason why it is usually used for searching possible new physics. For example, the measured mixing induced CP asymmetry parameters of
and S CP (φK S ) have received much attention in experiment and in theoretical aspect due to little theoretical uncertainty. Currently, there is a good agreement between theoretical calculations and experimental data shown in Table VI and VII. Further study is needed from both theoretical and experimental effort in the future.
There are only two channels of B s decays, namely
CP asymmetry measurements shown in table VIII. As stated, we do not include any B s data in our χ 2 fit. All the B s results are predictions. It is easy to see that our predictions for these two channels agree with data within error-bar. There is no CP asymmetry measurement for 
E. The flavor SU(3) asymmetry
The flavor SU(3) symmetry is broken by the difference in the u, d and s quark masses, especially the difference in d and s quark masses. The SU(3) breaking is also very important in explaining the different size of CP asymmetry in different charmless B → P P , P V decays.
We consider the flavor SU(3) violating contributions assisted by factorization hypothesis where the source of SU(3) asymmetries are mainly from decay constants and weak transition form factors. It is not necessary to include different SU(3) asymmetry phases for different modes, because our numerical results of branching ratios and CP asymmetry parameters 
are in good agreement with experimental data shown in previous subsections.
As every decay mode include various topological diagrams, the precise flavor SU(3) breaking effect, can not be separated from one another in B → P P, P V decays, are hard to be tested by experimental data. We show the flavor SU(3) breaking effect in every topology amplitude between B → ππ and B → πK, B → ηπ and B → ηK, as following:
From the above results, we find that the flavor SU(3) breaking effects are around 10%
because of different decay constants between f π and f K , or form factors F B→π and F B→K .
The flavor SU(3) breaking effect in every topology amplitude between B → πρ and B → πK * , B → ηρ and B → ηK * are also shown as following:
It is easy to see that the flavor SU ( 
It is easy to see that this difference between π and ρ meson emission is indeed much larger than the so called flavor SU(3) breaking effect between π and K meson, because the meson decay constant f ρ > f K . The penguin amplitude (P) for theB → π + ρ − decay, even if with a larger decay constant, is smaller than the correspondingB → π + π − decay, because there is no chiral enhanced penguin contribution for a vector meson emission shown in eq. (6) . If the emitted meson is a pseudo-scalar scalar meson in B → V P decays, its difference from B → P P decays is the B → V transition form factor from B → P transition form factor.
For example, the following difference between two decay channels is B → π form factor and B → ρ form factor, which is smaller than the difference between π and ρ decay constant:
The penguin amplitude (P) for theB → ρ 
It is apparent that the difference characterized by the K and K * decay constant is large.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied two-body charmless hadronic B decays in factorization assisted topological amplitude approach. Since factorization has been proven to all orders in α s in the so called soft-collinear effective theory at leading order in Λ/m b expansion, the color-favored tree emission diagram T was factorized into short-distance effective Wilson coefficients and decay constants and form factors, without free parameters. The flavor SU(3) breaking effects are then automatically considered in different meson decay constants and transition form factors. Factorization theorem is not proven in most other topological diagrams. They were considered as universal magnitudes (χ) and associated phases (φ) in the conventional flavor diagram approach to be fitted from experimental data. In our approach, the corresponding decay constants, form factors were factorized out from them before χ 2 fit assisted by factorization hypothesis to indicate the flavor SU(3) breaking effect. In addition to the large tree and QCD-penguin diagrams studied in these types of decays, the electro-weak penguin contribution (P EW ) was also included, which is not negligible but essential for B → πK decays, especially for the CP asymmetry parameters. Unlike the previous conventional flavor diagram approach, this contribution was factorized into short-distance effective Wilson coefficients and decay constants and form factors, just like the color-favored tree emission diagram T .
There were 6 parameters χ C (φ C ), χ C ′ (φ C ′ ) and χ E (φ E ) for tree diagrams C, E and 8 parameters χ P (φ P ), χ P C (φ P C ), χ P ′ C (φ P ′ C ) and χ P A (φ P A ) for QCD-penguin diagrams to be fitted from 48 measured data of branching ratios and CP asymmetry parameters. Since SU (3) breaking effects and the difference between pseudo-scalar and vector meson have been already considered in the decays constants and form factors, we can fit all the B → P P , P V decays together. The number of free parameters is greatly reduced. These parameters were extracted precisely even for small parameters χ E , φ E , which had large uncertainties in conventional flavor diagram approach. Besides, the χ 2 per degree of freedom is smaller than the conventional flavor diagram approach, even with much more free parameters in their approach. With the fitted parameters, we predicted branching fractions of B (s) → P P , P V decay modes and their CP asymmetry parameters. The long-standing puzzles of ππ branching ratios and πK CP asymmetry have been resolved consistently with not too large color suppressed tree diagram contribution χ C . For the B s decays, we do not include any data as input in the χ 2 fit, but all as theoretical predictions, since very few channels have been poorly measured. The flavor SU(3) breaking effect between π and K were approximately 10%, even more than 20% in ρ and K * meson case and larger in π and ρ, K and K * .
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